Community Conversation: 
The Food of Love: The History, Science and Culture of Aphrodisiacs 
A selected bibliography of materials in the University of Oregon Libraries 
* in support of the Community Conversations program in University Housing *

VISUAL ART & MUSIC
* Location: DOUGLAS LISTENING ROOM (2nd floor of KNIGHT)*
* Call #: COMPACT DISC CX12504*

Ars erotica : an arousing history of erotic art / Edward Lucie-Smith
* Location: AAA*
* Call #: N8217.E6 L78 1997*

Japanese erotic art and the life of the courtesan / Richard Illing
* Location: AAA*
* Call #: N7350.I45 1978b*

POETRY & PROSE
An Anthology of erotic verse / edited by Derek Parker
* Location: KNIGHT*
* Call #: PN6110.E65A5 1980*

An anthology of Swahili love poetry / Edited and translated by Jan Knappert, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1972
* Location: KNIGHT*
* Call #: PL8704.A2K54 1972*

William Shakespeare : sonnets and poems
* Location: KNIGHT*
* Call #: PR2984 .K34 1998*

FILMS
* Location: KNIGHT VIDEO COLLECTION*
* Call #: VIDEO DVD 00521*
A fantastic Japanese movie about food & sex, women’s roles as mothers, wives, and lovers, and a little old lady who squeezes everything in the grocery store.

* Location: KNIGHT VIDEO COLLECTION*
* Call #: VIDEO DVD 00999*
Johnny Depp and a single mother take on a rigidly moral town with some help from the aphrodisiac powers of chocolate.
PHYSIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Scent signals: the silent language of sex / by Janet L. Hopson
Location: KNIGHT
Call #: QP572.P47 H66

The chemistry of pheromones and other semiochemicals / edited by S. Schulz
Location: SCIENCE
Call #: SB933.5 .C46 2005 v.1 & 2

Location: KNIGHT
Call #: QP572.T4 H635 2005

CULTURAL SCIENCES

Location: Electronic Resource, online through the library catalog

Location: KNIGHT
Call #: HQ29 .M35 1999

Cultures of Taste, Theories of Appetite / edited by Timothy Morton, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004
Location: KNIGHT
Call #: GT2850 .C86 2004

Location: KNIGHT
Call #: HQ12 .M8313 2008

The anthropology of food and body: gender, meaning, and power / Carole M. Counihan, New York: Routledge, 1999
Location: KNIGHT
Call #: GT2850 .C68 1999

OLDER TEXTS & CURIOUS IDEAS

Paneros, Some Words on Aphrodisiacs and the Like / Norman Douglas, New York, R.M. McBride & company, 1932
Location: KNIGHT
Call #: HQ12 .D6 1932

The Folklore of Sex / Albert Ellis, New York, C. Boni, 1951
Location: KNIGHT
Call #: HQ18.U5E5
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